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Seeing oxygen atoms has been of great interest because the oxygen occupancy of certain lattice sites 
sensitively controls the materials properties [1]. Nowadays, seeing light elements in materials is 
becoming a routine of materials scientists with the help of aberration-corrected TEM/STEMs [2,3]. 
However, atomic-scale analysis of metal oxide nanoparticles with the oxygen configuration resolved 
remains challenging due to practical hindrances to microscopic imaging. To image light elements 
inside nanoparticles has two huddles more, that is, interferences of support films and confined 
thicknesses of nanoparticles: Contrast interference of amorphous support film strongly affects image 
intensity for the nanoparticle, which sometime spoils accurate interpretation for the atomic structure 
even with the use of state-of-the-art medium-voltage TEMs. Confined sizes of nanoparticles generally 
raise a fundamental issue because nanoparticles of interest often stand off the thickness range possible 
for directly interpretable atomic column imaging condition. In these respects, high energy electrons in 
high voltage electron microscope (HVEM operated at 1250 keV) can mitigate these difficulties to 
image an atomic structure of oxide nanoparticle supported by an amorphous film: The high 
transmission power of the HVEM reduces the interference of background contrast and simultaneously 
provides relatively wide range of thickness for directly interpretable imaging condition. 

In this paper, we report direct atomic-scale imaging of magnetic NiO nanoparticles with the 
information of oxygen configuration inside the particle. Furthermore, the microscope conditions to 
obtain oxygen contrast and the relevant quantification will be discussed combined with high-
resolution image calculations of NiO structure (see Fig. 1 and 2). Seeing oxygen in magnetic 
nanoparticles becomes now possible by applying HVEM technique with a full atomic resolution. 
Since the oxygen is a key element for material properties in ceramic nanocompounds, this result 
means we have one more powerful tool for understanding how to deal with such nanomaterials. 
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